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УДК 524.5

Я.В.Огулымнский

Статистические характеристики турбулентности в гигантских
молекулярных облаках. I. Спектры в инерционном интервале

С помощью группового преобразования уравнений для характеристи-

ческого функционала турбулентности в сжимаемой среде получены

спектральные характеристики в инерционном интервале. Оценивает-

ся влияние магнитного поля на турбулентные спектры. Обсуждается

применение полученных результатов к турбулентности в гигантских

молекулярных облаках.

Ya.Yu.Ogul'ohanaky

Statistical Chareoteristios of Turbulence in Giant Moleoular

Clouds. I. Speotra in Inertial Range

Using the invariant group of transformations of equations for

characteristic funotional of turbulenoe in compressible me-

dium the epeotral oharaoteriatios in inertia! range are obtained.

The influence of magnetic field on the turbulent speotra is eva-

luated. The application of the results obtained to eupersonical

turbulenoe in giant moleoular olouds is discussed.

( c ) 1989 Институт теоретической физики АН УССР
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1. INTRODUCTION

The dominating spectral line broadening in exoeas of ther-

mal motions and the exiatenoe of multiple velocity components

observed at high velocity resolution in giant molecular olouda

(GMC) and molecular clouds (MC) testify that cloud internal velo

city field posaeases a diaordered, or "turbulent" component. T

dependence of typioal velocity V on the acale С woa first

produced by Larson fi"] using a sufficiently large amount of dal.B.

This dependence may be represented as:

where JL variea from 1/3 to 1/2 (e.g.[2,3j).

The eaaential distinctions of turbulent motions in MC from

turbulence in incompressible fluid are:

1. Aa the mean velocity of turbulent motions considerably exceeds

the sound velocity ( M & H 1//£
в
 > 10), ao the potential oompo-

nent of velocity, apart from aolenoidal one,determines the

propertiea of turbulenoe.

2. It is known that the density fluctuations In auperaonioal

turbulenoe may be auffioiently large: df/p ^ {.

Hence, the matter in GMC should have a clumpy struoture. Indeed,

the оlumpy struoture is observed on all scales from the oloae to

the limit of resolution (~O.1pc) to the largest one, which

correspond to conventional subdivision of oomplexea into the in-

dividual clouds and oloudlets (e.g. f4]).

The gravitational bounding of moleoular complexes, clouds

and оlumps is regarded now as one of the main faotors producing

a olumpy structure beoauae their masses are close to those deter

mined from virial theorem (e.g. fe~}). But there exist some data

proving the exiatenoe of olumpa and oloude, whose masses are

much less than the virial ones [5-в], in spite of tendenoy to

exaggerate the value of mass determined, caused by uncertainty

(« 100%) in mass definition. It !• worth to remind ol the Idea

of Weizaolcer [9}, who supposes that th* existense of gravita- .

tionally unbound objeots is , apparently, a simple consequence

ot superaonioal turbulenoe. 01 oouroe, there is no contradiotien

with the availability of the gravitatlonally unbound objoats and
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with the influence of gravitational interaction on the structure

and evolution of GMC.

In this paper the spectral characteristics of turbulence in

the enertial range in application to GMC are defined and their

applicability is discussed. The method of calculation is based

on group transformations of equation for characteristical func-

tional of turbulence(CF).

2. THE REVIEW OP RESUHTS AND THE BASIC EQUATIONS

In the theory of turbulence in an incompressible fluid the

simple Kolmogorov-Obuclaov's result for the dependence of typioal

velocity on scale 4 У ~ г ' is due to the fact that for the

great Reynolds number the specific range of scales exists (the

so oalled inertial range) which is not disturbed by those scales,"

where visooaity and large- soale inhomogeneity are important.

Moiseev et al. j/10] proposed the method to obtain Kolmo-

gorov'e spectra in the inertial range, which is based on the

existence of invariant group of transformations of equation for

oharaoteristio functional of turbulence. It is shown in Hef.По!

that the energy speotral function of homogeneous turbulent iu-

oompresaible fluid can be represented ae: ;„г г

(2)

Here and further TffC is an arbitrary funotioa of the above

variables, p
0
 is the mesa density, с=.£.£[М± J.WK)

Z
\

is the mean energy dissipation rat* In the volume unit:^ t̂ < -

• СА^/~)
/ц
штв the outer and the inner scales of turbulence.

Recently the exact speotrum ((
 7 /

' for turbulence in homo-

geneous isotroploal inaofflpresslble fluid has been obtained direc-

tly from hydrodynaaioal equations £117 by the Wyld diaeramm

technique £"i2j. It neans that in expression (2) ̂  ( ^ X )

о on» it. when Xy—• oo • X^~* О "*

"'Th» intermittency, wfaloh give» incomplete self-similarity, is
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In £ioj the expressions for spectral functions of turbu-

lence in compressible fluid were also obtained. The calculations
were made for the case of isentropical gas with integral adiaba-
tic index ^(fi^l) • *"°r f('<) there was obtained

It should be noted thatYj depends on one more dimensional variable
/* - Cofi . so, in general case, the dependence £[ on К

differs from (3).

Using this method in £i4j the epeotra in inertial range
for MHD-turbulenoe were also obtained.

It is important to determine spectra of turbulence for an
arbitrary Y , and for isothermal medium ( у = i) , because
under the conditions in GMC, where effective thermal equilibrium

is realised, the approximation of locally isothermal medium is

justified. This is done in the given paper using the method pro-

posed by Mois ev et al. We employ CF which wae first Introduced

by Hopjf I/I5J under the assumption tha* turbulenoe is supported

by random foroe / . Toe statistical properties of fluid and

random foroe are defined by joint characteristic) functional at

fluid and foroe p whioh is determined by

To obtaine epeotra it is enough, to know CF of fluid only,i.e. w»

put in (4) y
f
=0; f\if-o= У-

Taking the derivative of (J in time and using Navie-

•toke' «quationa with the •rternal foroe pf- and pressure

p •=. c$ f> (" in iaothernal oas«)
t
 w» oan obtain' (e.g. £ioj)t

<f if ?{
Her*

"^ not oonaidered in thl» paper» aino* tb« oorreotion, due to ta*
int«raitt«noy to exponent 5/3, if «mall (•.«,. £13J)«
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K
 0

K

^ ,j are the viscosity coefficients supposed to be oonstanta

are the appropriate variational derivatives;

la the operator, which daaoribee the influenoe of the turbulenoe

sources,

Closed deaoription of atatiatioal properties of fluid in

terma of <-f la possible only If the term I if о an be expres-

sed through {P . As it was shown by Novikov [\(>], this is

possible when the random foroe оan be represented as

and й has gauaeian distribution ot probabilities and is </ -

oorrelated in times

^
(
''*2) (9)

The introduction of <7 -oorrelated external random foroe rep-

resents the influenoe of sufficiently short-term sources being

independent of each other and may simulate the generation of

aooustio turbulenoe with large-scale vortioea [n], and in

application to interstellar oondltiona may simulate sources whioh

are dispersed in the medium. There may be the phenomena whioh

are proposed to support turbulenoet stellar wind [id] and su-

pernova bursts [l9j. But best of all the random foroe (9) оan

•imulate bipolar outflows sinoe bipolar outflows are well dis-

persed in the CMC £20]. eo the sources оan be considered as

random. Aa the living time of outflows is much less than that

of molecular clouds (~toutf£0*/£-Mfy.)uo the random foroe is well
described by о -funotlon approximation. Aa Silk noted £21/,
,the energetics of bipolar outflows is sufficient to support tur-
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bulenoe.

Using Furuteu-Novikov'a formula £_i6,22Jj

where atoohastio process a (*/t) has a gauasian probability
distribution, and R i s an arbitrary functional of f , one
oan represent operator X rf through <f (e .g. JTioJ> Г

l
*'

;
 (10)

We choose the initial conditions for (5) in the form

(11)

whioh corresponds to undisturbed homogeneous media.

CV, which is determined from equations (5),(6),(10) with

initial oondition (11), desoribee completely statistical pro-

perties of the system.

3. THE INTRODUCTION OP INVARIANT GROUP

AND OBTAINING THE SPECTRA

We assume that in some time turbulence evolves to the sta-

tionary state, i.e. input of energy equals its vieooua dissipa-

tion. Henoe, averaging of the energy equation

£ is an internal energy, with the etationarity oondition gi-
ves i

Using (9) and Vuruteu-Kovlkov forniln we obtain the energy ba-
lanoe equation

Let us consider the following group of transformations of equa-
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Cion (b)

Equation (5) with external force (9) and conditions (11),

(13),(14) is invariant oonoerning such a tranaformation group.

Hence it follows

«ui
One can uae equation (16) to determine the speotral charaote-

riatioa in inertial range. We begin with the kinetic energy

apectrum. Let us consider the oorrelator

Ita apeotral denaity ie defined by (2). Let us express /г

through LP -

According to (15) we go over from uuprime variables to prime

onee. For example, for J) ' we obtain

л ' - t ± -^ JL>

and in the same way J/p - <£ JUO . Let us set ^ ~ К • Ha-

ving performed integration over f^
p
 we get for /-/V)

Here 4 ^ i* the function of variables written, whioh is not

yet determined. The dependence on M, 1 for the above-men-

tioned reasons Is abeent when ,U. n tend to sero. As earlier,

the stationarity ia assumed. The coefficients /i and ft are

arbitrary, henoe tJL- — *Le~.~ Q . Let us denote the arguments

оГ^д with ^, ,; / ^ . 'ifaking the derivative of E («) to
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B and f one obtains two equations tor f appropriately

= f * (20)

Solving these equations, we obtain the following expression
for £(K)

/V / 3 к"
 3

Let us denote £ 5 &/po . £ is the mean dissipation rate

per unit volume. Then the apeotrum of kinetic energy is

(22)

The same aa E(K) we obtain the spectrum of density fluctua-

tions Ч

К

Equation (23) is written in suoh a form to stress the analogy

of turbulence energy spectrum of isothermal compressible fluid

and incompressible one. The first argument of W in (22)

tends to zero when Co ~*
 е з
° and £(K) ooinoides with the ener-

gy speotrum of incompressible fluid. Henoe, funotion V y does
not depend on both arguments when they tend to zero.

In order to define the form of "V̂  ,Щ-, it is neoessary to

know the additional information about the dependence Ь (К) on

Co* £ * or AC • For inatanoe, the energy spectrum of poten-
tial relooity oomponent for «mall MQ^^/LC о an be obtained

with the help of result of Saeao [j23J: the power of square of po-

tential Telocity fluctuations in weakly oompreaeible turbulent

fluid i« proportional to Ma • Then it follows from (22)i

fc pot IK) ~ P» ̂  Co K. ' Vt C
K
 L.) ,
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Frora the general form of (22) it results that if even Мл

is not small, apeotrum tends to be steeper than K" '' .

firstly it was ground, apparently, by Kaplan £24_/. For the
short potential waves it ia known that with regard to disper-
sion f~ pot (&)^K fal' т1г9П

 there follows!

Epct (K) O* pv i C
c
 К

This result coincides with the result of £i7j, where it
was obtained in the other way.

4. INVARIANT GROUP FOR ARBITRARY %

In the general oase if Mach number is not small one does
not manage to receive the form of "Уч , W in (22),(23). Never-

theless we can obtain certain statistical characteristics for

media with arbitrary^, jf? i . It is suitable to write hyd-

rodynamioal equations in the form

7l ~)V c£vS + f h^iSC terms (24)

where / (P \^~
S ~ IF* \~p(> J . (26)

Taking into account these equations we have: equation (£)
</t -L-'f-tl *f preserves its form, operator j_ being analo-

gous to (6), only, unlike (6) the term which, being proportio-
nal to Co » equals - Co c)j °& $ • In 'tl19 general oase one
does not manage to reoeive the three-parametrioal group of
transformations similar to (15). However, when Reynolds numbers
«re very large, the specifio form of visoosity term is unimpor-
tant. It corresponds to the fact, that when ^U -* О the structure
of veloolty and density fields in the plaoes ot dissipation,

the volume ot which is negligible, does not influenoe the tur-

bulent characteristics in inertial range. Then the group of tran-

sformation ot equation (5) with regard to (24)-l26), odndition

foiiLO) s. ~§* and without regard to (11) is the following
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f
1
 ~^-

Ч
у , ^ =*"*'*-**$. (27)

This group has an interesting peculiarity:the absence of non-

dimensional parameter which connects K,£ and Co (c.f. (21)).
It meame that ambiguous funotione such as in (22), (23) are ab-
sent in inertial range.

Let ua compute the general type oorrelator which is defi-
ned by the expression: _ -i KKe ~i

With the same method, as in previous eeotion, we obtain

Sincee л and <f are arbitrary, then

S, , (k) COK1
'^ ' -i g* ̂ Co^VtCtL) ос)

Note that the transformation (26) does not exist for isothermal

medium (¥~1) and one does not manage to construct the spec-
trum in the inertial range such, as (30). However, the structu-
re of equations written for isothermal medium in variables
V, £r\ P/Po is olose to (24)-(25). That ie why one may assume
that in the case of isothermal medium the inertial spectrum
with power index for the correlative funotione of ^JJ/,ye> also
exists. This assumption will be used in obtaining oharaote-
rios of dense dumps.

5. 0П TURBULENCE SPECTRA IN MAGNETIZED MOLECULAR CLOUDS

The data available on magnetic field in HC, whioh ie obser-

ved due to light polarization and ieemon effeot In /?lC/n [.26,

27 J all suggest its possible interaction with hydrodynamioal

turbulence As the matter of MC appears to be the weakly ionized

gas with the ionization level X'— W
5
 • 10"

8
 2fl ,. so it i*

necessary to consider the interactions of neutral, ionized oom-
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ponents and magnetio field, and also to investigate the pheno-

mena of MHD-turbulenoe. The ways of generation and properties

of MHD-turbulence in moleoular clouds need special consideration.

We are concerned below only with, the effeot of magnetic field

on the properties of inertial speotra. In order to take into

account the interaction of magnetio field and velooity field

one should choose characteristic frequencies: collision frequen-

cies of electrons and ions with neutral particles S)en ,^<-ri

and a frequency of collisions of charged particles with each ot-

her. Let us write out their values according to [_29j:

i A
e
 ^ n о (2- )'^г -i

Ю ' S

Here Ыi is the concentration of ions, Ce?,; i
B
 collision sec-

tion; <f
er)
 ̂  4«1O"

15
5-m'^

In order to determine the interaction of magnetio field

perturbations with hydrodynaraic turbuletioe. We introduoe the

oharaoteristio frequency of turbulent pulsations using (1):

Let us oonsider in detail the interaction in partially ionized

gae. As the magnetio Reynolds number ia very large ( Квт «

• L V > 10°, where Im ~-fr=~~ is magnetio viaoosity and (Г-

1~
у
 t-
 ^

B a
 oonduotivity of partially ionized plasma)

meCVen-Oen)

eo magnetio field ia trozen into the ionized component. As the

frequenoy of electron-ion sod ioa-ion oollisiona for typical pa-

rametree of moleoular oloude considerably exceeds the rest oha-

raoteriatio froquenoies, so assuming that Tt -Te-T
 (

 one may

oonsider the electron component oomaeoted with the ion one and
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ivrite out the equations for two-fluid hydrodynamios assuming

that the matter consists of neutral component which is charao-

terized by density p and velocity U and ionized one with

density Pi and velocity i/ . As rH?/ nt;^ 1, ao the gene-

ral system of equations for partially ionized gas (e.g. /. 29j)

with account of external foroe has the form*

p
 t
- t eU^(pu) = о

 (33j

m ( 3 6 )

The oharaoteristio time of interaction of neutral and ionized

components with each other is determined by time intervale V̂ ,.

and \)
L
n . The properties of Interaction depend on ratios of

0*4 t OLI
 a n d

 CtStuig . For the typioal parametres of mo-

lecular clouds the following cases are possiblet

( 3 7 )

2) ̂
1И
 i^ O.

U
 ±COtu«4 * ПГ€) ( f

o
} ( < ? с ) * 1°,

 { 3 8 )

The first ease corresponds to situation, when neutral oom-

ponent is weakly affeoted by ionized one, and turbulent velocity

field structure does not change.

However, as 0,,, i ^ ' ^ u ^ , so the ionized component is

effeotively affeoted by the neutral one. Under this oondition

the strengthening of magnetic field due to kinetio turbulent

dynamo effect and also the generation of large-scale oomponent

of magnetic field is possible [30J. Aa it follows from the

etruoture of equations (32)-(36) the invariant group of trans-

formations is analogous to group (15) for equation (5), whioh

gives for speotral density of magnetic energy

* **' ё
е
>, кI).
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Xhe second oase corresponds to situation, when the neutral

component is conneotad with ionized one rigidlly. According to

(38) it oan ooour in the outer layers of turbulent moleoular

olouda, where the temperature and the level of ionization are

higher. Then one oan aet in equations (32)-(35) и - i>
y
 ,

 v
?(p и

» ̂
C
/PL and they ooinoide with equations for completely ioniaed

gaa . Note that in this oaee turbulenoe appears to be subal-

fvenio (as )/
z
z \/д from the oondition of energy equipartition)

but supersonical one. As is known, there exist solutions in mag-

netic hydrodynamios whioh describe shook waves compressing the

matter whose velooity is losa than alfvenio velooity but greater

than that of sound £зз]. Therefore aubalfvenio aupersonical
motions oan generate considerable density fluotuations. The speo-

trum of kinetlo energy appears to be о lose to /С
 1г

-, that oo-

responda to emall-aaale MHD-turbulenoe in incompressible fluid

(e.g. £3iJ).

6. DISCUSSION AMD OBSERVATIONAL ЮТВЙИ1ВТАТ10И

At present the determination of statiatioal properties of

turbulent moleoular medium by using correlative (spectral)

functions juet only starts £34-37/. The closest to us Tauri mo-
leoular complex waa investigated la detail f35-37j. Kleiner
and Diokman defined that the correlation length of the velooity
oantroids of turbulenoe is about 0.1 pc. Henoe the authors' oon-
clusion is that the interpretation of velooity field as turbu-
lent Kolmogorov's cascade, i.e. energy transfer from large soe-
lea to small is inoorreot. The dependence V(O^ £"*~ is not
connected with the properties of turbulenoe. It is supposed that
the turbulent velooity field is oonditioned by systematical mo-
tion (differential rotation between the core of the oomplex and
its envelope) and therefore there is a close resemblenoe between
statistical characteristics of euob turbulenoe and turbulenoe In
eh«ar flows.

To our opinion the results obtained do not rejeot the rxie-

11'The sufficiently vast literature for investigation of MHD-tur-
bulenoe in nuoh matter in available f30-32_/.
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tenoe o£ inertial spectre. Firstly, the systematical shear velo-

city component of eubstruotures of Tauri oomplex is considerab-

ly leas than turbulent one £ 27J, i.e. turbulent energy cannot

be supplied by differential rotation. Secondly,the inertial

spectrum £ ( H.) о» К. ^ is also found out in experimental incomp-

ressible shear flows (£39J). It shows that the natural assump-

tion of self-similarity of quantities of turbulent processes

proceeding at the scales that differ much from the emphasized

ones (ertUti <*• Z^Lfmi/,) appears to have an application for wide

olass of flows.

It oan be shown also that when the statistical characteris-

tics of velooity oentroida are used, the observed oorrelation

length considerably diminishes.

As the matter at the line of eight is highly inhomogeneous

eo the velocity oentroid is equal tot

Jc T7T)
Here 9 is the ooordinate along the line of sight, %-(*/%) ;

a (%)- $Р(%>2)&^ is a column density. Then, the avera-

ging gives

And f o r o e n t r o i d c o r r e l a t o r [\ ( t ) ~ <"<> VcC% > ° v c ( i П } > w e

o b t a i n -, ->

Taking into aooount that the number of fragments at the line of

sight is rather large ( ~ 10 aocurding to £z]), we assume that

the oolumn density ^ in denominator of (42) ohangea slightly

and oan be taken out of the symbol of averaging* Then

14 C-i )
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* Vi(2jV (Ь)(А tty,(h)

^ < ^ ( Ъ С 1
7
г*7йг*

л
) - P> (л г)) +

 (43}

here

As the density fluctuations ere much larger than the mean den-

sity, so the last integral in (43) gives the main contribution.

If assuming у p'<-̂  Ci/ nj'p » so one oan receive from (5)
f
(i5)

One oan see from (42), that the dropping of correlations is

muoh steeper than for Kolmogorov's spectrum. Henoe, the inhomo-

geneityof medium when f-f ie determined, considerably dimini-

shed correlation length in comparison with correlation length

of quantity /.V(Va > for large lfaoh numbers. The other reason

for oorrelation length deoreaaing in Ref.[37jis the effect of

sizes of dense ilurape (wiiioh are oauaed by auperaonical turbu-

lence) on the correlation length. The typical size of fragments

££ in compressible medium oan be appreciated from V(^с)'-Со
that is density fluctuations become considerable on the soales

€h€c • Using (1), we obtain £c~ 0.1 po. This aoale is close
to oorrelation length of H in £. 37J and to the evaluation
of sizes of fragments in £2j> Ae H(x) is determined by densi-
ty fluctuations, so this quantity ahould deorease at the scales

It la worth to not*, that when obtaining (22),(30) the
Koluogorov'a soheme about energy transfer over oaaoade is not
n*o«esary. The «xpreaaions (22),(30) «re compatible with the
following phyeioal aaauaptionss 1) the energy tranafera from
large soalea to aaall onea by шеапл ot oaaoade and diaalpatea in
point-like region* (ae In Kolmogorov'e eheme); 2) the energy is
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loat direotly in shook waves. The last effect causes the apeot-
rum steeper then fC'^^ in (22). In order to oheok the appli-
cability of inertial spectra for turbulence In MC it would be
better to have an information about correlators of density and
velooity fluctuations. However, observation oan only provide
with information about column density fluctuations and fluctua-
tions of velooity oentroids (see (4O)-(42)). As it waa ehown in
£42,4iJ, one may connect the two-point correlators of above-

mentioned quantities with correlators of density and velooity
fluctuations, when the distanoe between two points is much sma-
ller or muoh greater than the thickness of cloud. For example,
for the quantity R (5 )~ {%(%)$C% f ?\»we have R(r)~&p(i) S
m <p(Y)/?(**i)\ if If \±Z f where 2 is thickness, and
•£ ff )-^X- foe(i) i.tt^C.2.' That is why, using the observatio-
nal data and oomparing them with equations (22),(23),(30) pro-
vides us with information about properties of turbulence.

In addition we emphasize the great use of statistical data
for turbulence in MC and of the work oarried out by Kleiner,
Dickman for Tauri MC oomplex. We hope that in future there
will be the possibility to obtain the similar data for the other
molecular complexes.

We mention also the attempts to oonsider the eupereonical
velocities as a consequence of magnetohydrodynamioal waves (e.g.

Such waves are assumed to be generated in clouds with the
strong magnetic field, whose structure is determined mainly by
large-scale magnetic field. Then MHD-waves are formed as' a oon-
sequeooe of large-scale systematic motions* Hence, they should
have a large wave length whlob oontradlots the observational
oorrelation length about 0.1 po £37]. So, the turbulenoe in
GMC is the real fact.

7. CONCLUSION

The main inferences of the pap«r arei
In the supersonlcal turbulent medium of CMC rather extended

range of «cales should exist (*t least, fro* the several hund-
reds of parseo to several parsece) for which the assumption of
self-similar turbulent speotra is well-justified. The renonna-
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lization of oharaoteristio functional equations gives the pos-

sibility to obtain the speotral (correlative) functions of tur-

bulence in variables (^%
0
У"^ (the adlabatic index ]f? ~i ) and

in variables J>, У ( If = 1) . The speotrum of kinetio energy is

ateeper than Kolmogorov's one.

The turbulenoe spectrum for GMC and regions within them

with magnetic field, for which the condition

is fulfilled ( X is the level of ionization and П(ст'
л
) ха

the concentration), doea not distinguish from nonmagnetic clouds.

When ionization level is higher the spectrum, corresponding to

MHD-turbu.lenoe of completely ionized matter, : j realized.

The expressions for spectra obtained are important for

interpretation of observational data and more accurate defini-

tion of the physical picture of turbulence in the GMC-medium. In

particular,one can draw the conoluaiona about physioal characte-

ristics of clumps in GMC to be published in the following paper.

The author is very grateful to V.V.Yanovaky for stimulating

advioes and discusaiona and to the participants of Aatrophysi-

oal seminar of Main Aatrophysical Oservatory of Ukrainian S5R,

especially to V.A.Crol' for useful oritioal remarks.
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